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STATEMENT FOR RESIDENTS – THURSDAY 24 JANUARY, 2019 

WSP is pleased to advise that it has now been able to access all key locations in Opal Tower. 

We have found no other areas of damage to the extent of that in one part of Level 10. There are a number of instances where 

precast wall elements are supported on cast in-situ concrete hob walls, and all have been examined. In two of these instances (both 

on Level 4), there is evidence of some, but lesser damage. Precautionary propping has been installed to two walls on Level 4 

(Level 3 down to Basement 3) in addition to the one wall previously identified on Level 10 (Level 9 down to Level 4). 

Stabilisation works, as the first stage of rectification, have been undertaken to the damaged walls. 

WSP maintains that the building is structurally sound overall. 

WSP are currently finalising the permanent rectification / strengthening plan for the affected areas detailed below for agreement 

by all stakeholders: Please note that the rectification / strengthening works vary to suit the particular conditions at each location. 

Level 4  

 Wall 4A-10.5  

 Wall 4B-0.5  

 Wall 4C-5.5 

Level 10  

 Wall 10A-4.5 

 Wall 10B-9.5 

 Wall 10C-14.5 

Level 16  

 Wall 16A-10.5 

 Wall 16B-0.5 

 Wall 16C-5.5 

All parties are continuing to work cooperatively with the Government’s independent engineers, who are investigating the causes 

of the damage. Investigative testing in relevant parts of the building also continues. 

Units that are in the vicinity of required repairs / strengthening works, or are obstructed by propping, will not be able to be 

occupied until repairs / strengthening works are complete. 

WSP has worked with Icon to establish a schedule of apartments that are physically remote from repairs / strengthening works or 

propping, and that we consider are safe to reoccupy.  

Subject to agreed safety processes to ensure that residents are separated from potentially harmful equipment, and any required 

approvals, we support a progressive reoccupation of units in Opal Tower, with around 65% of units being available for re-

occupation in this first stage. 
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